An impurity placed in a plasma modifies the particle-particle correlations in the plasma. This impurity-plasma-plasma correction is relevant to ion-microfield calculations in hot dense plasmas as well as to models of the fractional quantum Hall excitations in terms of impurity-plasma systems.
I. INTRODUCTION The electronic energy levels of an ion placed in a plasma become broadened and shifted due to the constantly varying potential arising from the changing ion configuration of the plasma medium. The concept of the ion microfield, ' that is, the electric field produced at the site of the radiator by the perturber ions, has been introduced to model this problem in a relatively simple fashion and has been of great value in the theory of spectral line broadening. Ion microfields can be useful in a number of other related problems if the ion microfield refers to the actual electric field at the "radiator ion" (impurity ion) rather that to a "field" defined in a less physical manner. Usually the term "strong coupling" is taken to mean strong ion-ion coupling, but the electron-ion coupling is assumed to be weak. However, in this paper "strong coupling" applies to the electron-ion interaction as well and hence the possibility of the formation of bound states (iona with structure) has to be considered from the outset.
In this paper we specifically treat cases where there is strong electron-ion coupling between the electrons of the plasma and the radiator ion, while the ion-ion coupling in the plasma is relatively weak (I & 1).
Working within the Baranger-Mozer (BM) cluster expansion for the ion microfield we showed in previous papers ' that density-functional theory (DFT) can be used to avoid the weak electron-ion coupling assumption inherent in many previous calculations of ion microfields. This enabled us to treat situations involving bound states and arbitrary electron degeneracies. In effect, instead of the "weak-coupling" approach where it is assumed that the determination of the microfields is essentially a problem in statistical mechanics divorced from the problem of defining the single-particle states and correlation functions of the radiator and perturber system, we emphasize the need for a unified approach, especially for regimes outside weakly coupled plasmas, since the statistical mechanics of the ion correlations and the evaluation of the various traces cannot be separated from each other.
The density-functional theory of plasmas provides such a unified approach when associated with the BarangerMozer expansions which can be partially resummed to all orders using a weighted-chain-sum (WCS) approximation or an adjustable parameter exponential approximation (APEX) model.
Our use of the BM expansion and the WCS approximation depends on a Kirkwood-type decomposition of the impurity-plasma-plasma triplet distribution function g; (0,1,2) for an impurity ion at the origin ro, and two perturber ions (plasma ions) at ri and rz. That is, it is assumed that the triplet distribution can be replaced by a product of pair distributions: gpss(0, 1,2) =g p(0, 1)g; (0, 2)gpss(1, 2) .
Further, g (1,2) was taken to be g (~r, -rz~), i.e. , the pair distribution function (PDF) of the homogeneous plasma (no impurity ion at the origin). The PDF's needed in (1.1) were then calculated using DFT. This type of approximation is rather common in various plasma problems and is generally thought to be valid for moderate to weak ion-ion coupling regimes. The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of strong electron-radiator coupling rather than to improve the Kirkwood decomposition which is expected to be good for the ion-ion coupling regimes (1 & 1) studied here.
A principal objective of the present paper is to improve on (1.1) by including the effect of the impurity ion on g~~. Such an evaluation enables us to replace the usual Kirkwood form, Eq. (1.1), by the product form inclusive of ipp corrections, viz. , g, (0, 1,2)=g, (0, 1)g, (0, 2)g (1,2~ro) .
(2.10)
The study of this type of ipp corrections had recently become important in a different context, namely, in the study of the excitation spectrum of the correlated electron fluid associated with the fractional quantum Hall effect. The problem has been looked at using a twocomponent plasma model' and also using an inhomogeneous plasma model. " We also invoke these two approaches, clarify their relationship, and obtain results similar to those of Refs. 10 and 11,but differing in certain important aspects.
The electric field E(1,0) is the field at ro due to the perturber ion at r, . Explicit expressions for this field will be given in Sec. III. The ipp-correction term now yields, in an abbreviated notation, 
(2.24)
Using Eq. (2.23) we can write b, C(q, q') as
. (2 22 
Using Eq. (2.24) we can finally write the change in the plasma-plasma correlations as 
The first term is due to the replacement of a plamsa particle with an impurity atom in a homogeneous system. Fig. 3 . Differences between the jellium and plasma models become more apparent in the electric fields (Table II) Table I ) are denoted by H, He, Li, Be, and B, they have mean charges Z; ranging from 1 for hydrogen to Z =3.2 for boron. The case of the "H-impurity" really corresponds to a homogeneous plasma. The impurity electronic configuration enters into the microfield essentially through the determination of g; (r). These PDF's are shown in Fig. 4 . The left-most curve is g""(r), i.e. , the PDF of the homogeneous fully ionized hydrogen plasma g (r) The. right-most curve is for the Boron impurity, i.e. , ga"(r). TABLE III. The second-order BM microfield probability distribution at H, He, Li, Be, and B impurities in a hydrogen plasma (r, = 1, T/TF = 1, Z= 1). Column 1 is evaluated using the jellium electric field (see Table II ). Column 2 is evaluated using the deconvoluted plasma electric field. Column 3 is obtained by adding the ipp correction to column 2. This is zero for the homogeneous plasma (i.e. , H impurity). Eo is the reference field Ze /ro. The maximum probability 8' occurs at the field E E/Eo these systems, although the differences between An and An seem to be small.
In column 3 of Table III we give the total BarangerMozer microfield up to second order and including the ipp correction. The principal correction to the PDF which produces this ipp correction is b, h (r, , r2~ro), calculated using the TCP model. We show in Fig. 6 the form of this correlation correction in the case of the boron impurity, for several simple configurations. In Table III 
The n-body microfield function w"(k), given by Eq.
(2.4), involves the Ursell function C"(r,,rz, . . . , r" 
